
SCIENCE GEOGRAPHY HISTORY

WRITING
Poetry: Based on Flander's
Fields
Fiction: Rose Blanche
Non-Fiction: Rations Recipe
Fiction: Letters from a
Lighthouse
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READING

Place Value: numbers up to ten
million, negative numbers and
rounding any number.

Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication and Division

·Fractions: equivalent, simplifying,
adding, subtracting, multiplying
and dividing, mixed numbers

We will be
studying
Evolution &
Heritance and
Living Things.

MATHS
We will use our
VIPERS to explore
some of the
following texts:

Armistice Runner, Boy in the
Striped Pyjamas, Flander's Fields,
War Horse, Eyewitness WWII,
Homesick and Goodbye MIster
Tom

We will be
studying North

and South
America.

We will be
studying the

Vikings

RE

We will be
studying

Judaism and
Anne Frank

PSHE
We will be

looking at being
in our world and

celebrating
differences.

SPANISH
We will be

learning lots of
new vocabulary

with our new
Spanish teacher.

ART
We will be
studying
Georgia
O'Keeffe

DT
We will be
studying

rationing and
preparing a

delicious pie.

MUSIC
We will be looking at
a unit called Battle

of the Bands.

COMPUTING

We will be
studying online

safety and
coding

PE

We will have
gymnastics,
dance and
handball 



RemindersRemindersReminders
We encourage children to read

10 minutes per day. Teachers
read to the children 10 minutes

per day and having exposure to
20 minutes of reading per day

has a significant impact on
children's education. Any
reading that is complete,

please write and sign in your
child's reading record. 

READING Our PE day will be Wednesday.
Please have PE kit (see uniform
policy online if unsure) at the

beginning of the term or at least
every Monday. If any child does not
have kit, then spares will be given so
they do not miss out on this lesson. 

PE

Please see uniform policy online
if ever unsure. 

A few reminders: children to
wear suitable school shoes (not
trainers). If a child is required to

wear trainers then a signed
note or phone call is required,

rather than information passed
from parent to child to teacher. 
Earrings must be a small plain

stud - no designs or hoops. 

UNIFORM

Homework is handed out on
Wednesdays and is collected on the
following Tuesday. Please ensure all

is completed. 
Spellings: learn the spellings for the
week and recap previous week's. 
Maths: learn the maths facts and

complete separate weekly focused
maths work. 

Any issues or problems with
homework please contact your
teacher and they are more than

happy to help. 
If homework is persistently forgotten
or incomplete, a phone call may be

made and time in reflection to catch
up will take place.  

HOMEWORK


